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The Leading Solution for Authoring, Multi-channel Publishing and Content Management Using Microsoft® Word

• Familiar authoring environment
• Extends power of Microsoft Word with new capabilities
• Unlocks content stuck in Microsoft Word and transforms it
• The end of content duplication
MULTIPLE SOURCE PUBLISHING LIMITATIONS

Original Draft Employee Manual

Management Employee Manual

Hourly Employee Manual

Management Manual – San Francisco

Management Manual – New York

Hourly Employee Manual – San Francisco

Hourly Employee Manual – New York
SINGLE SOURCING: WORKFLOW

Create Master Source Files (Content) ➔ Add Conditional Tags/Variables (Customize) ➔ Define Publishing Targets (Output) ➔ Generate 3 Different Outputs

TARGET – BEGINNER
- Include: Beginner Info
- Exclude: Intermediate Info, Advanced Info
- Define other specific attributes

TARGET – INTERMEDIATE
- Include: Intermediate Info
- Exclude: Beginner Info, Advanced Info
- Define other specific attributes

TARGET – ADVANCED
- Include: Advanced Info
- Exclude: Beginner Info, Intermediate Info
- Define other specific attributes
DOC-TO-HELP WORKFLOW

Doc-To-Help Management
- Library
- Targets
- Publishing
- Conditionals
- Variables
- Templates
- Styles
- Etc.
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WORD

PDF
WHO USES DOC-TO-HELP?

Technical Writers
- User manuals
- Help files
- Reference documentation

Human Resources/Administration
- Online policies and procedures
- Regulatory compliance
- Internal “how-to” instructions

Training/Support
- Task oriented instruction
- Searchable procedures
- Interactive materials
PRODUCT DEMONSTRATION: madcap DOC-TO-HELP™ 4
NEW FEATURES!

3 NEW PANELS

- PROJECT
- BUILD
- PROGRESS
NEW FEATURES!

NEW THEMES & STYLESHEETS
• "LOGO" THEMES
NEW FEATURES!

TEMPLATE ENHANCEMENTS
- POLICIES AND PROCEDURES TEMPLATES
- MACRO-FREE TEMPLATES
  - .DOTM to .DOTX
- SOURCE TEMPLATE UPDATES

NEW OPTIONS
- PROMPT IF ADD-IN HAS BEEN DISABLED ON START UP
- DISPLAY D2H BUILDS IN ALL OPEN WORD DOCUMENTS
NEW FEATURES!

DYNAMIC ADD-IN MODES

- BASIC
- FULL
- NONE
The Premier Technical Communication and Content Strategy Conference

APRIL 2–5, 2017 | HARD ROCK HOTEL | SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

CONFERENCE SCHEDULE SUMMARY AND REGISTRATION NOW OPEN

Register by November 30 and Save $1,000

WWW.MADCAPSOFTWARE.COM/EVENTS/MADWORLD
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